In this article we give an estimation of the singular spectrum of boundary values of real analytic solutions of linear partial differential equations with constant coefficients. The result has been expected from the study of continuation of real analytic solutions. It gives a unified aspect to many problems on continuation of regular solutions. (See [5] . But the present result (Theorem 2.1) is a little weaker than the conjecture in [5] .) Our estimate is sharp for the wave equations or for the ultrahyperbolic equations (Example 2.5).
Before my work, Professor Komatsu has given a vast conjecture (unpublished) on precise determination of the singular spectrum of the boundary values of general hyperfunction solutions from the standpoint of purely boundaryvalue-theoretical origin. Corollary 2.4 is a partial answer to his conjecture. Also in Theorem 2.1 we have added the distinction of the signs in the conormal direction taking account of his conjecture. I am very grateful to Professor Komatsu for his kind advices.
In § 1, we paraphrase the definition of boundary values by way of the Fourier transform.
It was originally given for the equations with analytic coefficients in [9] employing the Cauchy-Kowalevsky theorem. In § 2 we prove the main theorem. In § 3, we give an application to continuation of real analytic solutions. In some sense it is an extension of the results in [4] or [5] . § ]l. Boundary values of hyperf unction solutions. tion of . Let U be a bounded convex open set in Rn. Put K= Un {x1=0} and t1+=Un{x1>0}. Let L be the closure K of K in Rn. L is compact. Later, we separate the variables x in the way (x1, x') with x'=(x2i • • • , xn) and further x'=(x", xn) with x"=(x2i ••• , xn_1). We employ a similar notation for the dual variables or ~. B(U) resp. A(U) denotes the hyperfunctions resp. real analytic functions on U. Bp(U) resp. A(U) denotes the hyperfunction solutions resp. real analytic solutions of p(D)u=0 on U. 'B(K) resp. ' A(K) denotes the hyperfunctions resp. real analytic functions of n-1 variables x' in the n-1 dimensional open set K. B[L] resp. '.[L1 denotes the hyperfunctions of n resp. n--1 variables with support in L.
Assume that the hyperplane x1=0 is non-characteristic with respect to
Further, for the sake of simplicity assume that p(~) is an irreducible polynomial of degree m. This is not an essential restriction to the argument (see Remark 1.4). For u E Bp(U+) we define its boundary values b(u) to the hyperplane x1=0 in the following way.
is an entire function of satisfying the growth condition 
Because the boundary values in [9] are given as a sheaf homomorphism, we see from this lemma that b; (u) are locally determined on K. REMARK 1.3. Although D it I s-+ 1o may be more natural as the boundary values, we treat b; (u) for the sake of simplicity. Since {C,(--D)} is a normal system of boundary operators, these two sets of boundary values are easily translated to each other. 
The determinant of the coefficient matrix is obtained from the Van der Monde determinant of the m-th order by successive limit process. Hence it is different from zero when no pairs from {(~')} agree. Since {~' E C1; zj~(~') = for some (j, i) (j', i')} is a proper algebraic subvariety of Cn-1, the above argument (and the argument in the next section) goes with no essential modification in this general case. § 2. Estimation of singular spectrum of boundary values of real analytic solutions.
We inherit the situation in the preceding section.
For the sake of simplicity, we also inherit the assumption that p(~) is an irreducible polynomial of order m. This is not an essential restriction as mensioned in Remark 1.4. N First we give another expression of the Fourier image f j of the boundary values when u belongs tol p(U+). Let X(x) be a function of Gevrey class on U+ such that supp X is contained in an neighborhood of K, supp XnaUCL\K and X-1 on a smaller neighborhood of K. Let [(1-X)u]0EC°°(U) be the extension of (1-X )u C°°(U ~) by zero. Then we have obviously 
Next, let cp(x) be a function of Gevrey class such that supp cp is contained in the E neighborhood of L\K and co l on a smaller neighborhood. Put
Wecan choose X and cp such that v is in Gevrey class satisfying We specify the path y=y(x). Note that the denominator vanishes if and only if (2.6) 4(1+z2)+z14 = 0 . This is an elliptic polynomial of z and has no real roots other than x=0. Hence, given any o> O there exists C>0 such that (2.6) does not hold if 1 x 1 o and Ca I y I < I x I. Moreover we can simultaneously assume that I z1+ ~/ -lz'2/~/1+z21 >_r>_1/CS there. Without loss of generality we can assume that Ca>_8. Then we choose (2.7)
1x1 Rey= ~a1 Re~1 for lx1 >_~. On the cylinder l x =o, we join this path with (2.7) in a natural way. Then obviously we obtain the second estimate. When we join this path with (2.7), the estimate does not become worse on the joint. Thus we have established the second estimate. q. e. d. END OF PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Now we denote by W(x', w') the component of the decomposition of (n--1)-dimensional delta function o(x') given in Lemma 2.2. We have J(~')L(~')W(~', w')=g,(~')W(~', w')+&(') ~W(~', w'). Choosing Lk small enough, we thus conclude that h;(~')W(~', w') is the Fourier image of a Fourier hyperf unction whose analytic singular support is contained in the [(2+b+M)~+o]-neighborhood of L\K. We can see more precisely that the family of functions {~-'[h;(~')W(~', w')]; wn>_4cl w" } in x' is holomorphic on a fixed complex neighborhood of K5,, = {x' ~K; dis (x', L\K) >_ 2(2+b+M)~+2o} depending continuously on w'. This follows from the method of proof of [6], Lemma 5.1.2 estimating the integral after the deformation of the path, because the estimate (2.9) is uniform in w'. Thus we conclude that J(D')[f;(x') W(x', w')] is a continuous function of x', w' for x' ~K5,,, wn>_4c I w" I. In view of Proposition 2.4 in [2] this implies that {f;(x') * W(x', ol) ; wn>_4c I w" I } is a bounded set of real analytic functions of x' on Ko,e. Hence it can be extended holomorphically to a fixed complex neighborhood of Ks,, and depends continuously on w'. Thus we can apply Lemma 2.2 and conclude that S.S.f;(x') nKa,~ x { ./-ldxnoo} =0. Since o and r are arbitrary, we have proved the theorem.
q. e. d. We present the intrinsic form of our theorem. Let E(x1, , xn_1) be the fundamental solution of Di + ... +D_1. Let E(x,') be the function obtained by a Lorentz transform which brings the xn axis to a line in {x1=0} perpendicular to'.
Then obviously S.S.b; (E(x,')) contains the direction'. Next assume thatn="2.
Then we can take as u the solution whose singular spectrum contains only one bicharacteristic strip corresponding to the direction (0,') (see [7] we conclude that is can be continued as a hyperfunction solution.
q. e. d. COROLLARY 3.2. In addition to Theorem 3.1, assume that the principal part of p(D) is of principal type and with real coefficients. Assume further that every bicharacteristic line of p(D) flows out of K on any small neighborhood of the origin. Then, under the same situation u can be continued as a real analytic solution.
PROOF. If the origin belongs to the analytic singular support, then by [7] , Theorem 3.3', the singularity flows out along one of the bicharacteristic line passing through the origin. Thus by the assumption u must be real analytic at the origin.
q. e. d. Note that in case n=3, every bicharacteristic line flows out of K automatically if the equation pm(~1, ')=0 in ~1 has no multiple roots. In fact, the only possible counterexample is the bicharacteristic line dx/dt=drpm( r) contained in x1=0 and perpendicular to e'. This implies pm(r) 0 , -pmCr) _ ar l E2-a pm(r)+e3-U pm(r)=0.
ar t ar3
Euler's identity gives 72 ar a pm(r)± 3 ar a pni(r) = 0 . t r 3
Since pm is of principal type, either (a/ar2)pm(r) or (a/arg)pm(r) is different of zero. Thus we conclude that '=kr' with a non-zero constant k. Then the equation pm(~1, e')=0 in l has real double root b1=kr3. This contradicts to the assumption. Note that in case K is convex the propagation of regularity holds with no assumption on p(D) ([6], Theorem 5.1.1). But the corresponding result is weaker than our earlier one which was obtained by the direct application of convex Fourier analysis (see [4] , Theorem 2.7, 2).
